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Legal Action: The Trial As Theater in Aeschylus'Oresteia
Abstract
Aeschylus' Oresteia is a key text for analyzing the relationship between law and drama both because it includes
the earliest surviving instance of a trial scene in western drama and because it is explicitly concerned with the
nature of trials, telling a story of repeated conflict that can only be resolved by the invention of the trial as a
new form of action. First produced in Athens in 458 B.C, the Oresteia is a set of three connected tragedies, of
which the final one, the Eumenides, concludes with the mythical first trial of a man for homicide, the trial of
Orestes, the character who gives the trilogy its name. Orestes is tried for the murder of his mother
Clytemnestra, a murder undertaken at the instigation of the god Apollo in retaliation for Clytemnestra's
earlier murder of her husband Agamemnon, Orestes' father and the leader of the Greek expedition against
Troy; in turn, retaliation for Agamemnon's sacrifice of their daughter Iphigenia is one of Clytemnestra's several
motives for his murder. These murders take place in Argos, the city ruled by Agamemnon's family, the House
of Atreus, but the trial of Orestes takes place in Athens at a court, the court of the Areopagus, which is brought
into being by the goddess Athena to adjudicate cases of homicide on this occasion and in the future. The trial
in the Eumenides is at once a conclusion-the conclusion to the story of Orestes and his family-and a beginning-
the inaugural use of this new court and the inauguration of legal action rather than revenge as the appropriate
consequence of an act such as Orestes' matricide.
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Legal Ac tion: 
The Trial as Theater in Aeschylus' Oresteia
Sheila Murnaghan 
Aeschylus' Oresteia is a key text for analyzing the relationship between law and drama both 
because it includes the earliest surviving instance of a trial scene in western drama and because it is 
explicitly concerned with the nature of trials, telling a story of repeated conflict that can only be 
resolved by the invention of the trial as a new form of action. First produced in Athens in 458 B.C, 
the Oresteia is a set of three connected tragedies, of which the final one, the Eumenides, concludes 
with the mythical first trial of a man for homicide, the trial of Orestes, the character who gives the 
trilogy its name. Orestes is tried for the murder of his mother Clytemnestra, a murder undertaken 
at the instigation of the god Apollo in retaliation for Clytemnestra's earlier murder of her husband 
Agamemnon, Orestes' father and the leader of the Greek expedition against Troy; in turn, retaliation 
for Agamemnon's sacrifice of their daughter Iphigenia is one of Clytemnestra's several motives for 
his murder. These murders take place in Argos, the city ruled by Agamemnon's family, the House of 
Atreus, but the trial of Orestes takes place in Athens at a court, the court of the Areopagus, which 
is brought into being by the goddess Athena to adjudicate cases of homicide on this occasion and in 
the future. The trial in the Eumenides is at once a conclusion-the conclusion to the story of Orestes 
and his family-and a beginning-the inaugural use of this new court and the inauguration oflegal 
action rather than revenge as the appropriate consequence of an act such as Orestes' matricide. 
In making a trial the concluding event of this trilogy, Aeschylus was responding to the political 
climate of his time, which was a period of rapid expansion of the Athenian court system and of 
intense, even violent controversy about the proper role of the Areopagus. But he was also drawing 
on the inherent affinity between drama and the trial, an affinity that is widely reflected in plays from 
many cultures and periods and neatly encapsulated in the phrase "courtroom drama," which can be 
applied both to plays and to trials.1 As a public spectacle in which speakers appear in formal roles as 
litigants, witnesses, judges, and advocates before an audience of jurors and other onlookers, a trial 
resembles a theatrical performance. More particularly, the trial is an apt model for the specific 
dramatic genre in which Aeschylus was working and which he helped to invent--dassical Athenian 
tragedy-because of the particular mode of representation-the particular type of mimesis-that a 
trial entails. 
A trial by nature is a type of reenactment: a past action is re-presented and reconsidered in a 
privileged and highly conventional setting.2 This reenactment is not only shaped by the constraints 
of legal procedure, which controls what can and cannot be said in a courtroom, but it is also a 
recreation that designedly differs in form from the event being recreated. The events recalled by trials, 
especially criminal trials, characteristically involve violence, transgressions of social norms, or at least 
conflict. They are events that inspire efforts at containment and prevention and whose recurrence is 
unwanted. Thus a trial is at once a version of the events it evokes and an alternative to them. The role 
of the trial as an alternative to what it represents is especially clear in relation to revenge. As in the 
scenario dramatized by the Oresteia, a trial forestalls a vengeful repetition of the original offense.3 
More broadly, a trial offers a social response to disruptive events of the past and thereby 
acculturates them. It transforms those events, recalling them without performing them and 
presenting them through communally-generated conventions, replaying them in versions that may 
or may not accord with the private perceptions of the participants at the time the actions took place. 
In effect, the trial makes such events presentable, offering them to an audience of judges and jurors, 
which evaluates them, drawing conclusions both about what actually took place and about what the 
ongoing consequences of those events ought to be. Because of the nature of the events that call them 
into being, trials rely with greater urgency than do other types of representation on the modes of 
artifice that allow experiences to be presented allusively or indirectly. And yet the marked artificiality 
of a legal retelling does not cause it to be seen as less truthful. On the contrary, that retelling is 
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